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Summary In Standard English, WH-movement is used to form interrogatives from their declarative forms. However, it is noted that Singapore English contains interrogatives that involve both WH-movement and WH-in situ. Works in the literature recognize that WH-in situ can sometimes occur in Singapore English, but falls short of providing a viable explanation. The occurrence of instances of WH-in situ and WH-movement is generally taken to be random. This paper seeks to explain the preference of WH-movement in certain situations over WH-










Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Singapore English 
The English used in Singapore had been widely documented in the literature under different labels such as Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) and Singapore English (SgE). Contrary to the academic perspective of the English language used in Singapore as a variety of English, the government had insisted on using exonormative standards, preferring to regard the supposed varietal features of the English in Singapore as learners’ errors- evident from the government’s attempts to weed out this local variety through campaigns such as the “Speak Good English Movement”. The population of English language users in Singapore is diverse, ranging from people who speak Standard Singapore English to those who only have a basic command of English (Pakir, 1991). This paper will see the typology of the English in Singapore on a continuum with different “lects”. Pakir (1991:168) points out this continuum in her “expanding triangles model”, suggesting that there is “much more complexity and many more different levels of English in Singapore” than a mere dichotomy of Standard Singapore English and Singapore Colloquial English. Her “expanding triangles model” captures “an increasing English-speaking base population and two distinctive English speech clines in Singapore, graded on formality and proficiency considerations” (Pakir, 1991:169). This model will classify the learner’s “errors” mentioned earlier as part of the basilect, with heavy “proficiency considerations” limiting the learners’ production of English constructions while the Standard Singapore English users’ variety (that approximates closely to Standard English in grammar) will form the acrolect. The mesolect is the in-between, likely to contain elements of the learner’s “errors”, with Standard 
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Singapore English as the anchor. In this paper, Singapore Colloquial English (henceforth, SCE) will refer to the mesolect, “mainly because this is the variety on which most studies of SE (Singapore English) have been based and the speech that the bulk of the data in the GSSEC (Grammar of Spoken Singapore English Corpus) corpus is most characteristic of” (Ansaldo, 2004:129). The GSSEC was later incorporated into the ICE-SIN corpus. Having said that, Ansaldo (2004:129) also acknowledged that there could be other “varieties of SE, more acrolectal, i.e. more modeled on English (Standard English), as well as more basilectal, i.e. almost entirely modeled on non-English syntax.” These will not be covered in the scope of this paper.  
1.2  Influence of background languages on SCE 
 It is important to consider the linguistic ecology of Singapore before accounting for the language features in SCE. Bao (2001:280) highlights the three important factors in the linguistic ecology of Singapore: the “population change in historical context”, “the local languages of the main segments of the population” and the “lingua francas of Singapore’s multi-lingual and multi-ethnic community”. The importance of these factors were also reflected in Lim and Foley’s work (2004:2), who stated that “in a small island of 4 million people made up of 76.8% Chinese, 13.9% Malay, 7.9 % Indian and 1.4% persons of other races (Leow, 2001), it may seem strange that English, the language of the colonial rulers, should have the dominance and scope that it commands in the day-to-day life of Singaporeans. The situation is partly the legacy of colonial history and partly the effect of post-independence policies in which English has been recognized as a resource to increase the country’s rate of economic and social development.” These demographic figures are a 
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reflection of the British administration, who decided to preserve the ethnically-based division that “[constituted] the cultural logic of Singapore’s “multiracialism” (Benjamin, 1976)” (Lim & Foley, 2004:2). The socio-historical dynamics of these ethnic groups is critical to understanding the language development, and subsequently the formation of SCE. 
 Among the various ethnic groups, the Peranakans were the earliest English speakers and it has been argued that their vernacular, Baba or Bazaar Malay, had been influential in the development of English in Singapore (c.f. Lim, forthcoming, 1995). As such, “it is clear that the type of Malay that influenced the development of SE (Singapore English) must have been such a restructured variety of Malay and not standard or High Malay (e.g. Bazaar Malay, cf. Gupta, 1998b)” (Ansaldo, 2004:131). To sum up, the “local languages of the main segments of the population”, namely restructured Malay (Bazaar or Baba Malay) and the Chinese dialects, Hokkien, Teochew and Cantonese, form the substrate languages of Singapore while the superstrate language is English (cf. Ansaldo, 2004:132). Among the substrate languages, Malay and Tamil have “negligible contribution of the grammar of Singapore English” (Bao, 2001, c.f. Platt & Weber 1980). While restructured Malay may have played some part in contributing to the early development of the English in Singapore, the variety itself has phased out in local usage over the course of Singapore’s independence and since then, the development of English in Singapore has undergone various changes to its current form, SCE. In the light of this paper’s focus on a discourse perspective on WH-movement in SCE, influences from restructured Malay will not be discussed. For this reason, the focus of the substrate languages will be largely on Mandarin and Chinese dialects, namely Hokkien and Cantonese. 
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1.3  SCE WH-question formation 
In Standard English, WH-questions are derived from their corresponding declarative forms by WH-movement, typically involving WH-fronting and subject auxiliary inversion (as well as do-insertion where auxiliary verbs are absent). In SCE, WH-questions can be derived by WH-fronting or WH-in situ. These two different processes can be illustrated in the examples below: 
WH-fronting 
Declarative: He is going to town.  Interrogative: Where he going? Declarative: He is reading a book.  Interrogative: What he reading? 
WH-in situ 
 Declarative: He is going to town.  Interrogative: He is going where?  Declarative: He is reading a book.  Interrogative: He is reading what? 
Previous research has shown that there is variable fronting in WH-question formation in SCE (Tay, 1979; Platt, Weber and Ho, 1984; Kwan-Kerry, 1986; Wee, 1987; Gupta, 1990; Bao, 2001). Attempts had been made to account for the syntactic formation of the WH-questions, but there has been no satisfactory accounts to explain the choice of the processes (whether Wh-fronting or WH-in situ) used in WH-question formations. For example, the WH-questions “What he reading?” and “He reading what?” shown above are both acceptable in SCE, but it is unclear under what circumstances would one be preferred over the other.  
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This paper attempts to explain the circumstances under which the WH-fronted forms and the WH-in situ forms are preferred. Given the importance of the influence of the background languages on SCE, the various SCE WH-forms are compared with that of the background languages to examine whether the preferences of certain WH-forms could be motivated by the influence of background languages. On top of that, the choice of the preferred WH-forms because of the influence of background languages becomes all the more apparent when studied from the perspective of discourse. 
1.4  Methodology 
This research will be primarily based on the ICE-SIN corpus and supplemented by data collected by Ho (1999) and web data from the Google search engine. Data apart from the ICE-SIN corpus is used because the corpus may not entirely capture all the uses of SCE. In instances where the aspect of language used analysed by the paper is unavailable in the ICE-SIN corpus, data collected by Ho (1999) and web data from Google (SG) will be useful supplements. Web data from the Google search engine are used because the Internet medium allows greater freedom for SCE usage, unlike mainstream publications, where SCE may be “corrected” to approximate Standard English. It also provides more recent and up-to-date data for analysis. Mair (2007) rightly pointed out that “contrary to widespread skepticism in the field, web texts are appropriate data for variationist studies … provided that a few cautionary procedures are followed in the interpretation of results.” In ensuring such “cautionary procedures”, the web data obtained from Google search engine will not be used as “stand-alone data, but in conjunction with tried and tested closed corpora” (in this case, the ICE-SIN corpus and the data collected by Ho (1999)) (Mair, 2007:236). Where 
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Chapter 2: WH-FRONTING 
2.1  Preamble A Concordance search on Wordsmith Tools was run on ICE-SIN corpus and 2097 results were found for “who”, 4633 results for “what”, 2595 results for “when” and 1239 results for “where”. In order to handle the large amount of data in a fair and consistent manner, more specific and targeted Concordance searches are done (shown later) to analyse the results both quantitatively and qualitatively. An initial scan through the results suggests that WH-fronting was used much more commonly than WH-in situ forms.  
N L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Centre R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
1 THE THE THE THE THOSE WHO ARE THE THE THE THE
2 AND TO OF OF PEOPLE 157.00 IS TO TO TO TO
3 TO OF TO FOR PERSON 41.00 HAVE NOT IN OF IN
4 OF A AND A ONE 40.00 WAS IN AND AND AND
5 A AND A TO KNOW 37.00 HAS A A IN OF
6 IS IS ARE AND WHO 31.00 WERE BEEN IT A A
7 IN IN IS ARE AND 31.00 HAD THAT WITH FOR IS
8 I YOU THERE THOSE STUDENTS 27.00 WILL BE FOR YOU UH
9 IT FOR THAT OR MAN 25.00 CAN YOU ON WHO FOR
Concordance search results for “Who” 
 The above results were generated using the “Patterns” function under Wordsmith Tools. R1 refers to the word that appears immediately to the right of the “centre word” (who), R2 refers to the word that appears immediately to the right of R1 and so on. Likewise L1 refers to the word that appears immediately to the left of the ‘centre word’ (who), L2 refers to the word that appears immediately to the left of the “centre word” (who) and so on. From the data above, we could see that the top 9 most commonly used words in the R1 position are “are”, “is”, “have”, “was”, “has”, “were”, “had”, “will” and “can”. The fact that all these words appear in the R1 position and come after “who” strongly suggest that it is unlikely that “who” was used in situ in those instances, as the above nine 
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words are unlikely to occur in the sentence-initial or phrase-initial position following a WH-in situ “who”. A WH-in situ “who” is likely to follow prepositions like “to”, “for” and “by” or copular verbs. To illustrate this, Concordance searches for “by who” and “to who” are done on Wordsmith Tools.  
The Concordance search of “by who?” yielded one result: 
 N Concordance1 music is very good Les Miserables is by who Andrew Lloyd Webber ah No it isi i i l i l i i  
(Les Miserables is by who?) 
The Concordance search result of “to who?” yielded seven results, of which only three are relevant: 
N Concordance
1 N P B Ya He's happily married too <#>To whom Aye I like your card Where did
2 you all are always generous Generous to who Give to who He said what as a
3 always generous Generous to who Give to who He said what as a Christian you
4 just got married isn't it Ya You know to who Helen Hunt ya Azaria Ya The guy
5 What was who is answerable to whom and how was the relationship
6 we have stories about who to go up to whom and who did where to what But
7 member of society Someone to whom problems may be referred to for
' il i li i
ll l i i
l i i i i
j i i ' i l i
i l l i i
i i
i l  
(2. Generous to who?) (3. Give to who?) (4. You know to who?) These examples will be examined in greater detail later in Chapter 3. As could be seen from the data, the WH-in situ “who” is clearly observed less frequently than the WH-fronted “who”. 
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N L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Centre R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
1 THE THE TO YOU KNOW WHAT IS YOU TO TO THE
2 YOU TO THE TO SO 159.00 I THE IS THE YOU
3 TO YOU YOU AND AND 155.00 YOU IS YOU IS TO
4 OF AND I THE IS 139.00 DO DO THE YOU IS
5 AND A AND DON'T OF 128.00 WE OF DO DO I
6 I I OF THIS WHAT 115.00 THE MEAN I I THAT
7 A OF A I THAT'S 110.00 ARE HAVE AND OF DO
8 WHAT WHAT IN WHAT UH 107.00 THEY ARE IN THAT IN
'
'
Concordance search results for “What” 
 Results for “what” generated by the “Patterns” function also suggests that the in situ “what” is less frequently used than the WH-fronted “what”. The connectives “so” and “and” are among the top three most frequently occurring words in the L1 position. This implies that “what” is fronted in the phrases that are conjoined by the connectives “so” and “and”.  
In addition, a Concordance search is also run on the form “is what” to sieve out possible instances of WH-in situ. The form “is what” is able to sieve out instances of WH-in 
situ when the form occurs in the sentence-final position (this form will also show instances of which “what” is used as a relative clause, but these results will be manually filtered out). The Concordance search results could be seen below: 
N Concordance
1 leh What is that Uh the second prize is what Don't know uh second prize Not
2 word with auditor that one No Typhoon is what You didn't try Rogers You try
3 know Whoa very sad That's the way it is what But anyway the the mentally ill
4 we'll meet uh two to four Fourth service is what After fourth service I mean
5 ya same but different departments His is what His is Chemical Engineering
6 Uh you you need not have to if your TV is what they good enough or functional
7 motive is to enjoy myself Her motive is what To But she does enjoy I mean
8 are you are not Not really Hock hock is what Hock hock is luck but it is not an
9 Bahru Johor is the state Johor Bahru is what Town is it Why Wait wait better
10 Wee Bye Dr Wee Just talk This project is what Record your voice I think it's
11 that the very first type of school is what 'keep out' you know This this
12 Madam Chiang's clothing shop Which is what Mr Loh Koh Choy hopes will






i i j l i
ll
i
l i j '
i l ' '
i ' l i i  
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(1. The second prize is what?) (2. “No Typhoon” is what?) (4. “Fourth Service” is what?) (5. His is what?) (7. Her motive is what?) (8. “Hock hock” is what?) (9. Johor Bahru is what?) (10. This project is what?) 
Eight of the twelve results above were instances of WH-in situ. This shows that despite the fact that the overall distribution revealed by the “Patterns” function indicates that the WH-fronted form is used more frequently, a more targeted search can still sieve out instances of WH-in situ. Detailed analysis of the data will be done in Chapter 3. 
N L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Centre R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
1 THE THE THE THE AND WHEN YOU WAS TO THE THE
2 TO AND TO YOU SO 85.00 THE ARE THE TO TO
3 YOU TO IN TO THAT 81.00 I COME A A YOU
4 AND YOU OF AND TIME 61.00 THEY IS IS I AND
5 OF IN A A BUT 51.00 HE COMES IN AND A
6 I A YOU THAT KNOW 45.00 WE YOU BACK YOU IN
Concordance search results for “When” 
 Similar to the results for “what”, the L1 position for search results of “when” are also largely occupied by connectives such as “and”, “so” and “but”. This implies that “when” is fronted in the phrases that are conjoined by these connectives, again reinforcing the earlier claim that WH-fronted forms are used more frequently in the data.  Concordance search results for “Where” 
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N L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Centre R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
1 THE THE THE THE KNOW WHERE THE YOU TO THE THE
2 YOU TO IN A IS 45.00 YOU IS THE TO TO
3 A IN OF THIS WHERE 36.00 THEY THE IS YOU YOU
4 TO AND TO OF THAT'S 32.00 IS ARE OF IS IN
5 IN YOU IS YOU AND 26.00 HE HAVE ARE AND AND
6 OF A A TO PLACE 23.00 I CAN AND I A
7 AND OF AND AND UH 22.00 WHERE WAS A A OF
'
 Results for “where” were not as telling as the earlier results on the surface. However, a closer look at R1 and R2 suggests that the WH-fronted form is used more frequently as well. R1 is occupied largely by pronouns such as “you”, “they”, “he” and “I”, while R2 is occupied largely by verbs (all either copular, auxiliary or modal). This strongly suggests that the form “[Where][Pronoun][Verb]” is a commonly used structure in the data. This form is unsurprisingly the WH-fronted form as well e.g. “Where he can go?” and “Where you have gone?” (SCE constructions).  Informants were also asked to choose between two options- one in the WH-fronted form and the other in the WH-in situ form (see  Appendix I). They unanimously preferred the WH-fronted form. This also corroborates with the above analysis based on the data from ICE-SIN corpus. 
 
2.2  Superstrate influence 
 A possible reason to explain the preference for the WH-fronted form shown above could be the superstrate influence of Standard English. The important role of English in the Singapore society saw “English as the prestige language performing the full load of high-level communicative functions of modern Singaporean society” (Bao, 2001:286). Language planning policies also played a major role in establishing English as an important 
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superstrate language, for instance, English medium education was made mandatory in the 1980s. Coupled with the “Speak Good English Campaigns” mooted by the government, erroneous forms (one of which was WH-in situ questions) were highlighted to the public and highly discouraged, and the public is urged to strive for an English grammar that reflects Standard English.  
 To argue for the position that WH-fronting is likely to be a result of the superstrate influence, I will compare the WH-questions of Standard English with that of Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese. (1) Standard English:  Where are you going to watch movie? *You are going to watch movie where? Mandarin: Ni qu na li kan dian ying?   (You go where watch movie?) (Word for word translation)   You go where watch movie? (Translated meaning)    *Na li ni qu kan dian ying?   (*Where you go watch movie?)   *Where you go watch movie?  Cantonese: Lei hoei bin dou tai hei?   (You go where watch show?)   You go where watch movie?   *Bin dou lei hoei tai hei?   (*Where you go watch show?)   *Where you go watch movie? Hokkien: Li ki dou lou kua hee?   (You go where watch show?)   You go where watch movie? 
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  *Dou lou li ki kua hee?   (*You go where watch show?)   *Where you go watch movie? 
(2) Standard English: What is your name? *Your name is what? Mandarin: Ni de ming shi shen me?   (Your name is what?)   Your name is what?   *shen me shi ni de ming?   (What is your name?)   What is your name? Cantonese: Lei ge mang hei meh?   (Your name is what?)   Your name is what?   *Meh hei lei ge mang?   (*What is your name?)   *What is your name? Hokkien: Li eh mia si simi?   (Your name is what?)   Your name is what?   *Simi si li eh mia?   (What is your name?)   *What is your name? 
(3) Standard English: When are you going to school? *You going to school when?  Mandarin: Ni ji dian shang xue? 
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   (You what time go school?)    You when go school?    *Ji dian ni shang xue?    (What time you go school?)    *When you go school?  Cantonese: Lei gei dim hoei hok hau?    (You what time go school?)    You when go school?    ?? Gei dim lei fan hok hau?    (??What time you go school?)    ?? When you go school?  Hokkien: Li gui tiam ki ou tng?    (You what time go school?)    You when go school?    ?? Gui tiam li ki ou tng?    (What time you go school?)    ?? When you go school? 
(4) Standard English: Who is he? *He is who?  Mandarin: Ta shi shui?    (He is who?)    He is who?    *Shui shi ta?    (*Who is he?)    *Who is ta?  Cantonese: Hoei hei bin gor? 
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   (He is who?)    He is who?    *Bin go hei hoei?    (*Who is he?)    *Who is he?  Hokkien: Yi si siang?    (He is who?)    He is who?    *Siang si yi?    (*Who is he?)    *Who is he? 
In all the above examples, WH-fronting only occurs in Standard English and not in any of the substrate languages- Mandarin, Cantonese or Hokkien. It may be possible to have partial movement or WH-words in the sentence initial position for some of the examples above, but it will require a slight change in the meaning of the sentences. For example in (3), the addition of “want” can result in a possible partial movement: 
 Standard English: When do you want to go to school?     *You want to go to school when?     *You when want to go to school?  Mandarin:  Ni ji dian yau qu shang xue?     (You what time want go school?)     You when want to go school?  Hokkien:  Li gui tiam ai ki ou tng?     (You what time want go school?)     You when want to go school? 
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 Cantonese:  Lei gei dim oi hoei hok hau?     (You what time want go school?)     You when want to go school? 
Nevertheless, the partial movement does not constitute WH-fronting. It does not go against the argument that WH-fronting is largely due to the superstrate influence of Standard English.  
 In all the substrate languages (Mandarin, Cantonese and Hokkien), WH-words can occur in the sentence initial position when the questions are asked with the WH-question word replacing the subject (which occurs in the sentence initial position). In the above scenarios, the WH-question word always replaces a non-subject. This can be seen in the following: 
 (5) Mandarin (Interrogative): Na li you mai tang?       (Where have sell sweets?)       Where sell sweets?   Mandarin (Declarative): Na jian dian you mai tang       (That shop have sell sweets.)       That shop sells sweets. Cantonese (Interrogative): Bin dou yau mai tung?     (Where have sell sweets?)     Where sell sweets? Cantonese (Declarative): Gor gor dim yau mai tung     (That shop have sell sweets.)     That shop sells sweets. Hokkien (Interrogative): Dou lou wu buay tng? 
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    (Where have sell sweets?)     Where sell sweets? Hokkien (Declarative): Zit eh diam wu buay tng     (That shop have sell sweets.)     That shop sells sweets. 
 (6) Mandarin (Interrogative): Shui zai qiao men?       (Who is knocking door?)     Who is knocking at the door? Mandarin (Declarative): Ta zai qiao men     (He is knocking door.)     He is knocking at the door.   Cantonese (Interrogative): Bin gor zoi kau moon?       (Who is knocking door?)     Who is knocking at the door? Cantonese (Declarative): Hoei zoi kau moon     (He is knocking door.)     He is knocking at the door.   Hokkien (Interrogative): Xiang ka meng?       (Who knock door?)     Who knock at the door? Hokkien (Declarative): Yi ka meng     (He knock door.)     He is knocking at the door. 
 (7) Mandarin (Interrogative): Shen me dong xi bu ke yi chi?       (What things cannot eat?)     What things cannot be eaten? 
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Mandaring (Declarative): Mah yi bun eng chi     (Ants cannot eat.)     Ants cannot be eaten.   Cantonese (Interrogative): Mare yeh mm dut sek?       (What things cannot eat?)     What things cannot be eaten? Cantonese (Declarative): Ngeh mm dut sek     (Ants cannot eat.)     Ants cannot be eaten.   Hokkien (Interrogative): Simi ming gia buay sai jiak?       (What things cannot eat?)     What things cannot be eaten? Hokkien (Declarative): Yi buay sai jiak     (Ants cannot eat.)     Ants cannot be eaten. 
 (8) Mandarin (Interrogative): Ji shi kai shi?       (What time start?)       When is it starting?   Mandarin (Declarative): Xian zai kais hi       (Now start.)       Starting now.   Cantonese (Interrogative): Gei dim hoi xi?       (What time start?)     When is it starting? Cantonese (Declarative): Yi ga hoi xi     (Now start.) 
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    Starting now.   Hokkien (Interrogative): Gui diam kui xi?       (What time start?)     When is it starting? Hokkien (Declarative): Ji gu kui xi     (Now start.)     Starting now. 
The above data which shows WH-words used in the sentence-initial position does not go against the argument that the superstrate language English influences WH-fronting. It was said earlier that the type of WH-fronting examined is the type that are caused by movement. The WH-fronting discussed here does not refer to the occurrence of WH-words in the sentence initial position. In the above examples, WH-words do occur in the sentence initial position, but they are not results of WH-movement (they are just mere replacements of the subject) and thus do not serve as counterexamples.  
 Standard English Mandarin Hokkien Cantonese SCE WH-fronting + - - - +  
From the table above, it can be seen that the feature of WH-fronting is unique to Standard English and it is reasonable to posit that the superstrate language, Standard English, contributed significantly to the WH-fronting in SCE, considering that this feature is absent in all the other Chinese substrate languages. 
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2.3  Discourse factors 
Apart from superstrate influence, discourse factors could also have contributed to the preferred use of the WH-fronted forms. One key difference between the substrate languages (Chinese) and the superstrate language (English) is that the former is a topic-prominent language while the latter is a subject-prominent language. Ho (1999:5-6) stated that “topic structure refers to the grammatical configuration consisting of topic, which invariably occurs first, and the comment, a clause which follows the topic and says something about it”, unlike the subject-predicate grammatical relation that Standard English has. This is further illustrated in the examples (Li & Thompson, 1976:459): 
a) John  hit Mary. Subject Predicate b) As for education,   John prefers Bertrand Russell’s ideas. Topic   Comment 
I will attempt to show that the influence of Chinese topic structures could also play a role in WH-fronting, where the WH-elements occur in the topic position. There are many instances where SCE seems to follow the topic-comment structure of Chinese in the ICE-SIN corpus. The notion of focus or “center of attraction” (Li & Thompson, 1976:464) will be used to demonstrate how the WH-fronted elements play the role of the topic in the discourse. This would provide a discourse perspective to understanding the preference of WH-fronted forms in some circumstances.   
2.3.1 Focus 
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 In topic-prominent languages like Chinese, the topic always comes before the comment because “the topic is the ‘center of attraction’; it announces the theme of the discourse” (Li & Thompson, 1976:464). This is different from that of Standard English, which falls under the Subject-Predicate typology (Li & Thompson, 1976). This concept of focus is crucial in understanding the conditions that motivate either WH-movement or WH-
in situ in SCE.  
 In Standard English, focus is not explicitly seen from the syntactic structure like in Topic-Comment languages. Instead, “focus has a systematic phonological manifestation in the form of (sentence/pitch) accent” (Rochemont & Culicover, 1990:17). This can be illustrated in the examples (Rochemont & Culicover, 1990:17) below (phonological stresses in bold): 
a. John likes Mary. b. John likes Mary. c. John likes Mary. d. John likes Mary.  
The “variation in the assignment of (sentence/pitch) accent to lexical items in a sentence” (Rochemont &Culicover, 1990:17) highlights the focus of the discourse.  
 The notion of focus can be further understood in both the “psychological” sense and the “semantic” sense. “An entity is in (psychological focus) if the attention of both speech participants can be assumed to be focused on it because of its salience at a given point in discourse" (Gundel, 1999:294). This is similar to being the “center of attraction” (Li & Thompson, 1976:464) discussed earlier, with an added emphasis on the context of the 
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discourse placing salience on the entity in focus. Semantic focus can be seen as the “part of the sentence that answers the relevant wh-question (implicit or explicit) in the particular context in which the sentence is used” (Gundel, 1999:295). This is illustrated in the following example (Gundel, 1999: 295), where “Bill” is the semantic focus: 
e. Do you know who called the meeting? (It was) BILL (who) called the meeting. (topic = x:x called the meeting; comment/focus = x was Bill) 
As seen from the examples above, the notion of focus is not alien to Standard English, but it often manifests itself in a different way compared to topic-prominent languages, where the topic is often the focus. This paper will attempt to show how focus is often a key motivating factor in WH-fronting in SCE, while WH-in situ tends to indicate that focus is shifted from the WH-element to another entity in the sentence. This phenomenon is argued to be caused by the influence of the topic-prominent substrate languages. These observations cannot be accounted for by the traditional understanding of focus in Standard English. 
Ho (1999:17-29) suggested that WH-fronting occurs typically when there is an introduction of a new discourse topic, in instances where there is a need to ensure cohesive discourse flow and for politeness. While politeness could be a possible motivating factor, there is too much variability in individual choices, social distance, and context etc. and observation of the data alone is unable to conclusively show that politeness is a clear factor. It is found that under the first two circumstances stated above, WH-fronting allows the WH-element to be placed in focus. The focus “is given linguistic focus because of its newness in relation to the topic of sentence” (Gundel 1999:296). This serves as an 
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important discourse function, which is highly likely to be a result of the influence of the topic structure of Chinese.  Examples of different instances of how the four different WH-elements (what, who, when and where) were used in the ICE-SIN corpus will be examined in the following: 
2.3.2 “What” 
Introducing a new topic using the WH-fronted form “What” 
Example 1 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> Oh no I'm just typing some you know some work and things like that. And then this morning I saw Prof in the corridor and I waved to him and I said good morning Prof you know in my usual cheerful fashion. And then he looked at me. At first he didn't recognise me because I'm wearing shorts and then he saw my shorts and he said his eyes open big and he said shorts not allowed not allowed  
<B> What did you say? 
<A> Aw I said but these are bermudas  
<B> And it's less than eight inches above your knee  
<A> No I didn't measure. Isn't it silly  
 In Example 1, B had the choice of using the WH-fronted form “What did you say?” or the WH-in situ form “You said/say what?”. The choice of using the WH-fronted form in this situation focuses the attention on the fronted “What” and it serves the purpose of introducing a new topic in the flow of the discourse. It is unlikely that the WH-in situ form 
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“You said/say what” would be used because the flow of the discourse requires B to initiate a new topic in response to what A had said earlier. A would expect B to continue with the conversation by initiating a related and relevant topic. Using “You said what” somewhat would create a break in the flow of discourse that is unnatural.  
Example 2 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): <A> Oh well it's after the weekend and ya and I've there's so much work to do <#>I'm doing some word-processing ah 
<B> What is is all about ? 
 Example 2 shows another instance where the fronted “What” is used to introduce a new topic, instead of its variant “This is about what?”. The latter would shift the focus away from the WH-element and would not be able to perform the discourse function of initiating a new topic through placing the prominence on the topic.  
Ensuring cohesive discourse flow through the WH-fronted form “What” 
Example 3 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus):  
"Have you seen the card?"  
I heard the crackle of the plastic, caught the fragrance of the roses, and winced inwardly. 
"What card?" I tried to hide the undercurrent of anger from creeping into my voice, tried to stifle it with forced nonchalance.  
Example 4 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> We need only one more desk 
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<B> One desk 
<A> Then chair  
<B> What chair?   
<A> Chair. We don't need a chair 
Example 5 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> Okay lah. You know Mondays  
<B> What's wrong Mondays?  
 Examples 3, 4 and 5 show the use of the fronted “What” to seek clarification on the entity that was mentioned earlier in the previous statement made by the other party in the conversation. Using the “What” in its fronted position provides greater immediacy and relevance in the person’s clarification, thereby ensuring greater cohesion in the flow of discourse. It is also considerably more economic to use the WH-fronted form as compared to the WH-in situ forms, which in the above contexts would be too cumbersome (e.g. The card is which one?, Chair we need for what?, Mondays got what problem?).  
2.3.3 “Who” Introducing a new topic using the WH-fronted form “Who” 
Example 6 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> So I I have so much to mark on that you know during that week. Terrible 
<B> Oh 
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<A> Ya I am not looking forward to it. Sorry. Anyway this whole week you know I will be so free. 
<B> Oh 
<A> You know what I mean because I would have marked because the paper I am going to get on Tuesday is not too difficult to mark. 
<B> Who does the scheduling?  
<A> The head of department HOD lah 
<B> Ah okay 
 In the above discourse, A is the main participant giving an account of how he had felt and B was showing that he was listening with his two responses of “Oh”. At the point where B decides to introduce a new topic of asking A who was in charge of the scheduling of marking papers, he uses the WH-fronted form. 
Example 7 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> So boring the lecture 
<C> It's not terribly boring. I don't think so. It's just that the voice or tone he has the the tone of voice he adopts.  
<B> Who is the lecturer? 
<C> No no  
<A> Cannot say 
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<C> Why should you destroy his reputation. He's an internationally known figure okay 
 Similar to example 6, B introduces the new topic by using the WH-fronted form “Who is the lecturer?”, though he could have asked, “The lecturer is who?” instead. The former performs the discourse function of indicating the introduction of a new topic more clearly and would better aid communication in the flow of the discourse.  
Ensuring cohesive discourse flow through the WH-fronted “Who” 
Example 8 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
How do you go about doing a selection process in the market place alright? Now you have there are three elements that you have to take note. One is the size of the market. You have to know how big is the market place. What is the structure of the market? Is it a very clustered or is it very disperse? Is it attractive to go in? If maybe in the industry the PC industry for example every guy is losing money you you come across a very good design do you want to go in? What kind of activities that settle in the industry?  You have to do a lot a bit of sales analysis. Is it of is there a lot of opportunity? Who are the customers and 
keenly who are your competitors?  Because you are the small guys right? Who are the big guys in the market place? Because if there are big guys in the market you need a lot of uh your strength will be different you need a lot of capital right? How do you how do you go into the market from there and what product exist in the market? 
 Example 8 shows the monologue of a person giving a talk on the market place. He employs the use of questions as a primary means of topic introduction and all of the questions used are WH-fronted. To ensure cohesive discourse flow, it is unlikely that he 
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would use a mixture of WH-in situ and WH-fronted forms. This is similar to what Ho (1999:25) noted that “the flow of discourse is likely to be disrupted if the questions assume different structures [both WH-fronted and Wh-in situ forms]”.  
2.3.4 “When” 
Introducing a new topic using the WH-fronted form “When” 
Example 9 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus):  
<A> So she's feeding us all this info 
<B> She knows so much about what's happening. Ya lor. I don't know I've never been so busy before in my whole life okay. This this course uh is really too much lah 
<A> When is it going to end? 
<B> Uh March March we're having exams 
<A> Ah hah 
 In Example 9, A brings a change in the conversation by shifting the topic away from talking about the course to talking about when the course would end.  
Ensuring cohesive discourse flow through the WH-fronted “When” 
Example 10 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> So uhm I it was very difficult lah in in because you know new school new environment new adjustment and all that kind of thing But I don't know by the grace of god it's still uhm  
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because it was it was quite and especially beginning of the year  
<B> When did you join this? 
Example 11(taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<C> I was with Tan Tock Seng Hospital neuro surgical department from the time the department was opened in nineteen seventy-three  
<D> Until? 
<C> Until I left the government service in nineteen eighty-seven 
<D> When did you first started practice? 
 In Examples 10 and 11, not only does the use of the WH-fronted form “When” indicate the introduction of a new topic, it also serves as a link to the previous utterance made in the exchange to ensure cohesive discourse flow. In Example 10, A was talking about adjusting to a new school environment and ended off saying that it was difficult, “especially [at] the beginning of the year”. Likewise in Example 11, C ended off by mentioning that he “left the government service in nineteen eighty-seven”. Both A and C were talking about a certain time period in their lives and their conversational partners both drew the link to that by following-up with a question regarding a certain time period. This is done by using the WH-fronted form, instead of asking “You join this when?” or “You first started practice when?”, which were both plausible alternatives. 
2.3.5 “Where” 
Introducing a new topic using the WH-fronted form “Where” 
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Example 12 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> Oh and then? 
<A> Uh got a mini van N U S  
<B> Oh he drove it? 
<A> There is an N U S driver  
<B> Oh 
<A> No lah to pick up the people for his hostel  
<B> So where did they come from? 
<A> Uhm the two people I met last night all came from Canberra and then this morning we brought the two them pass 
 In Example 12, B initiated a new topic using the WH-fronted form “Where did they come from?” Although the alternative “They come from where?” could be a plausible alternative, it is not chosen most possibly because the former could perform the discoursal function of introducing a new topic by placing the focus on the WH-element in the topic position. The WH-in situ form would have caused the focus to be placed on “They”, which would cause the discourse to flow less smoothly and possibly appear abrupt. 
Ensuring cohesive discourse flow through the WH-fronted “When” 
Example 13 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<C> You can apply now because they take some time to process the application 
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<D> Ya so that means when I come back I can start applying for the activities. So how about you? Do you have any holiday plans? 
<C> I don't have any fixed plan yet. If we <unclear> word </unclear> we go Malaysia for a short tour 
<D> Oh where where do you plan to go? 
<C> Maybe Langkawi maybe Fraser Hill I've not really planned 
<D> For a short holiday uh? 
<C> Yes 
Example 14 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> Okay what else? Did you go anywhere this time? 
<B> No I didn't  
<A> Didn't take leave? 
<B> But I I think I think I spent more staying in Singapore shopping than I would have if if had it gone elsewhere 
<A> Where did you shop? Where do you do your shopping ? 
<B> Actually the worse thing about it was I didn't go to very many places. I just specialise in a few shops and I just spend a lot in those few shops which made it even worse you know  
<A> Ah 
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 In Examples 13 and 14, the WH-fronted “where” is a link to the previous utterance in the exchange, following-up on the topic of location. In Example 13, C talked about going to Malaysia and immediately D responded by asking “where” (which means which part of Malaysia C is going). Similarly in Example 14, A’s response of “Where did you shop” is a link to what B said earlier about “elsewhere”. Using the Wh-fronted forms in these two contexts ensure greater immediacy and relevance to the topic as opposed to using the WH-in situ form. The latter would shift the focus away from the WH-element “where” and place the focus instead on the subject (“You”). This would cause the flow of discourse to be less cohesive.  
 A in Example 14 also maintains the same structure in his two back-to-back WH-questions “Where did you shop?” and “Where did you do your shopping?” While it is unlikely that they are two genuinely separate questions, it is worth noting that whenever there are two questions asked one after the other, both questions will always take on the same structure (WH-fronted). The alternative “Where did you shop?” followed by “You did your shopping where?” was not chosen. This follows the earlier analysis that the structural congruity of close-proximity questions is important to cohesive flow of the discourse. This can be seen again in Example 15.  
Example 15 (taken from Ho, 1999): 
<KH> How many more days leave do you have? 
<A> Last year I still have about thirteen days more. 
<KH> Thirteen. Still quite a lot more. 
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<A> How about you? How many more days do you have for last year? 
<KH> Last year last year, I think I still have about sixteen and a half days. 
Ho (1999:26) also expressed that “it is still pertinent to note that the structure of the second question is possibly influenced by the structure of the first, and more importantly, to ensure discourse flow.” 
Examples 14 and 15 had shown how SCE speakers tend to use similar WH-structures when asking back-to-back questions, but both examples involve asking two related back-to-back questions. In fact, the second is often an elaboration of the first. In Example 14, “Where did you do your shopping?” is a more explicit way of asking the earlier question “Where did you shop?” The second question is probably asked to add greater specification to the first question. The same is observed for Example 15. The second question “How many more days do you have for last year?” is to clarify the first question “How about you?” to specify the scope of A’s question more clearly. The following example will show that similar WH-structures for back-to-back questions are used even when asking two distinctly separate questions. 
Example 16 (taken from Ho, 1999): 
[EC will be going for a trip soon] 
<AO> When are you going to make your passport? Where do you renew your 
passport? 
<EC> Today. I’m going to the bank and then after that. 
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In the above example, the two WH-words, “when” and “where”, are clearly eliciting two distinct pieces of information and they both follow the same WH-structure too. This shows that it is a constant feature of SCE that similar WH-structures are used when two or more WH-questions are asked one after the other. 
2.4 Concluding remarks 
 This chapter started with the investigation of WH-fronted forms used in the data collected and found that WH-fronted forms are often the preferred forms, given little or no context. The surveys showed that when presented with a WH-fronted question and a WH-
in situ question, informants unanimously preferred the WH-fronted form. This also corroborated with findings from the data collected by Ho (1999), Chow (1994) and ICE-SIN corpus. WH-fronted forms occur much more frequently than the WH-in situ counterparts.  
 This preference for WH-fronted forms is argued to be the result of superstrate influence. The superstrate language in Singapore is English and it is shown that English is the only language among the other major languages e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese and Hokkien to utilize WH-movement in question formation. As a result, the preference for WH-fronted questions as a result of WH-movement is highly likely due to the influence of English. At the same time, Singapore’ language policies and campaigns e.g. Speak Good English Movement show the government’s strong thrust in ensuring that Singaporean speakers model their English language after Standard English. It is therefore not surprising to see why the superstrate (English) can have a strong influence on the preference of WH-movement in question formation despite the mechanism being absent in the substrate languages. 
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 However, it is also noted that while the WH-fronted form is the preferred choice, WH-in situ forms are also used and sometimes preferred under certain conditions. It is also shown that WH-in situ is characteristic of the substrate languages Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese. Given the tension between the substrate and superstrate influence, this paper suggests that discourse could be a major factor in determining the preferred WH-form.  
 This chapter has shown how the discourse could play a role in influencing WH-fronting. Very often, WH-fronted forms are preferred not simply as a result of superstrate influence. That alone is insufficient to account for the instances where WH-in situ forms are used. It is shown from the data that WH-fronting is used under certain discourse conditions to perform specific discourse functions such as introducing a new topic and ensuring the flow of cohesive discourse. 
 Chapter 3 will examine the discourse factors leading to WH-in situ as well as the possible substrate influence motivating such discourse functions.  
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Chapter 3: WH-IN SITU 
3.1  Preamble 
Results from the surveys showed that when presented with two similar contrastive constructions without additional context- one with WH-movement and one with WH-in 
situ, informants prefer the constructions with WH-movement. The same result is also obtained by observing the frequency of their occurrences in Google (SG) search, as shown earlier. This was argued to be due the superstrate influence of Standard English. Nevertheless, the in situ form is also widely used in SCE. It is easy to attribute WH-in situ to the influence of the substrate languages (Chinese languages) as most of their WH-question formations are done in situ. However, this does not resolve the tension between the substrate and the superstrate influence. This phenomenon is usually taken to be a result of the fluidity of the state of SCE, which has yet to stabilize. Hence, the movement or non-movement of WH-question words is taken to be random. However, “this is misleading for it gives the impression that the formation of WH-questions in SCE is random and ungoverned.” (Chow, 1995: 1) 
3.2 Substrate influence 
Discourse influencing the choice of placement of WH-elements in substrate languages 
The substrate influence of Mandarin and Hokkien can also possibly account for the topic-fronting feature in discourse. In Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese, both constructions (WH-element could occur both in the sentence-initial or sentence-final position) are also equally possible as shown in the table below: 
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SCE Mandarin Hokkien Cantonese What is Makkal? Shen me shi Makkal? Simi si Makkal? Mei hei Makkal? Makkal is what? Makkal shi shen me? Makkal si simi? Makkal hei mei?  It was discussed earlier in 2.1 that WH-fronting is not a feature in the substrate languages, namely Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese. This is so despite the fact that WH-elements can appear in the sentence-initial position because such occurrences are not a result of movement, but rather a mere replacement of the subject with the WH-element. Hence, a movement analysis for sentence-initial WH-elements would be erroneous. However, the occurrence of WH-element in the sentence-initial position could still have an influence in the choice of WH-fronted and WH-in situ forms. The sentence-initial WH-elements in the substrate languages is a result of Chinese being a topic-prominence language. As seen in the table above, the WH-element can be used in the sentence-initial or sentence-final position. However, the flow of the discourse will determine the preference of one form over the other.  If there is a need to place the focus of the question on another element other than the WH-word, the WH-element will be used in the sentence-final position. Such topic-fronting mechanism in the substrate languages could possibly also be a contributing factor to WH-placement in SCE. As seen earlier, the preference of one construction over the other in SCE depends on the discourse. This is not unlike that of the substrate languages for the above constructions. 
Structural influence from substrate languages 
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In Standard English, declaratives and interrogatives are two distinct kinds of sentences, with WH-movement characterizing the latter. Even in instances where the two are used together (whether conjoined or appear to be linked in discourse), they preserve their grammatical distinctiveness. This can be illustrated in the examples below: 
i) She reclines in the seat,  where can I sit? [declarative]   [interrogative] or She is reclining in the seat (and takes up more space), where can I sit? [declarative]                [interrogative] 
In spoken conversations, the former is a possible construction, though the latter is a more appropriate in written Standard English. 
 ii) I can recognize Melvin and John,  but who is he?   [declarative]    [interrogative, with WH-movement] 
 However, in Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese, the declarative and interrogative has no distinct syntactic distinctions since WH-movement is not required in the question formations. As a result, there will be no syntactic distinctions when the declarative and interrogative are used together (whether conjoined or appear to be linked in discourse) simultaneously. This can be illustrated below: 
i) Mandarin: ta ba zuo wei yi hou,   wo zou na li? 
(She seat shift back, I sit where?) She reclines the seat,  I sit where?  
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Hokkien: Yi du yi eh yi ki ou bng, wa zei dou lou? 
(She push her seat to the back, I sit where?) She pushes her seat back, I sit where?  Cantonese: Hoei toei hau zor wei,  or tzor bin dou? 
(She push back seat, I sit where?) She pushes her seat back,  I sit where? [declarative]   [interrogative, no WH-movement] 
ii) Mandarin: 
wo ren de Melvin he John,   dan shi ta shi shui? 
(I recognize Melvin and John, but he is who?) I can recognize Melvin and John, but he is who?  Hokkien: Wa zai li lang si Melvin ga John, dan si yi si siang? 
(I know they are Melvin and John, but he is who?) I recognise Melvin and John,but he is who?  Cantonese: Or eng tat Melvin tong John,  dan hei heoi hei bin gor? 
(I recognize Melvin and John, but he is who?) I recognize Melvin and John, but he is who? [declarative]    [interrogative, no WH-movement] 
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The feature of preserving the same syntactic structure in both the interrogative and declarative even when they are used together (whether conjoined or linked in discourse) can be due to the substrate influence. This can be seen in the following examples: 
Example 17 (taken from Ho,1999): 
[A, B and C are in a car. They are on their way to a discotheque] 
<B> Hey Sumin, why so quiet? 
<A> Tired already. 
<C> Then how you going to dance? 
<A> I don’t know. 
<C> You want to sleep? You want to sit at the back? 
<A> Don’t want. 
<B> You recline the seat lah (A yawns). It’s at the side. 
<C> She recline the seat, I sit where? 
<B> You sit … Okay don’t sit behind me. 
Example 18 (taken from Ho,1999): 
[JW and AW are engaged in a discussion on plays performed at Fort Canning Park.] 
<JW> So can enter at what time and finish off at what time? 
<AW> Anytime anytime go you go anytime. 
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<AW> Ya 
<JW> And then come out anytime but the whole thing ends what time uh? 
<AW> Well eleven about eleven the whole thing ends. 
Example 19 (taken from Ho, 1999):  
[A casual conversation between BH and BC.]  
<BH> How’s your job? You work there only not long right? You’re the other job… Where are you now uh? Um previously you’re at Kentucky right? Then after that you went to what? NCB is it? 
<BC> No no no 
<BH> Oh changed already ah? Where are you now? 
BC> I’m with Technologies uh Electronic and Engineering Department. 




WH-fronting WH-in situ 
She recline the seat, Where I sit? I sit where? 
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So can enter at what time And what time finish off? And finish off what time? 
And then can come out anytime But what time the whole thing end? But the whole thing end what time? 
You’re at Kentucky right? Then what you went to after that? Then after that you went to what? 
The WH-in situ form was preferred throughout despite other plausible alternatives. This preference can be attributed to the substrate influence from Chinese and Hokkien.  
3.3 Discourse factors 
Ho (1999:30) suggests, “when the WH-element occurs in situ, it is perceived that focus is no longer placed on the WH-element. Rather, focus is assigned to some other element in the discourse for differing motivating factors.”  
 In order to better understand the discourse factors accounting for WH-in situ forms, the Concordance function on Wordsmith Tools is used to sieve out forms which are likely to result in WH-in situ. This is because running a plain search on the WH-words would yield too many results, many which are WH-fronted forms. It would be difficult to sieve out the WH-in situ forms that way. To facilitate the task of extracting sentences with WH-in situ, forms like “is what?” and “by who?” are keyed into the Concordance search and the results are carefully examined in detail. While there is no guarantee that these forms would always yield results showing WH-in situ, the chances of success are much higher than that of running a plain WH-word search. Chapter 1 and 2 has concluded that WH-fronted forms are clearly the more prevalent forms used in SCE and it is no surprise that WH-in situ forms 
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will not be easily obtainable by using the simple plain word search function on Wordsmith Tools. The methodology adopted will allow efficient access to the WH-in situ forms and facilitate further analysis of the source text from which the search results were gathered. The following consists of examples from the ICE-SIN corpus sieved out by Wordsmith Tools as well as data from Ho (1999) are used to show the discourse factors motivating WH-in 
situ: 
3.3.1 “Who” 
The forms “by who?” and “to who?” were used to sieve out possible WH-in situ forms in the ICE-SIN corpus. The two forms were chosen because they are common realizations of WH-
in situ in SCE. The following are some examples of how they could be used in SCE: 
i) The play Romeo and Juliet is by who? (“Who is the play ‘Romeo and Juliet’ by?” in Standard English) ii) The present you want me to give to who? (“Who do you me to give the present to?” in Standard English) 
The Concordance search of “by who?” yielded one result: 
 N Concordance1 music is very good Les Miserables is by who Andrew Lloyd Webber ah No it isi i i l i l i i  
The Concordance search result of “to who?” yielded seven results: 
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N Concordance
1 N P B Ya He's happily married too <#>To whom Aye I like your card Where did
2 you all are always generous Generous to who Give to who He said what as a
3 always generous Generous to who Give to who He said what as a Christian you
4 just got married isn't it Ya You know to who Helen Hunt ya Azaria Ya The guy
5 What was who is answerable to whom and how was the relationship
6 we have stories about who to go up to whom and who did where to what But
7 member of society Someone to whom problems may be referred to for
' il i li i
ll l i i
l i i i i
j i i ' i l i
i l l i i
i i
i l  
The source texts of all the results above are examined and relevant examples are culled for further analysis below. 
Focus shifted away from the WH-in situ “who” to assign focus on the entity of concern 
Example 20 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> No lah let's put it this way. I'm not interested in going to watch the thing all things all other things aside 
<B> You don't like Nutcracker Suite  
<A> Uhm not that I don't like lah but I mean no particular interest 
<B> But I'd rather go and Les Miserables 
<A> Aiyah don't want. I don't like to see opera 
<B> Aye Les Miserables. It is a musical right   
<A> No it is not. It is a musical. It is wonderful  
<B> Aye don't think 
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<A> And the music is very good 
<B> Les Miserables is by who? Andrew Lloyd Webber ah? 
<A> No it is not. It's by some… What's his name? Macintosh I think 
<B> Macintosh 
<A> Mac. I can't remember his name. Uhm ya it it's not by Lloyd Webber Andrew Lloyd Webber 
<B> But I really want to see Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
 In the above example, B could have also used the WH-fronted form “Who is Les Miserables by?”. However, given the nature of conversational exchange, it is not surprising to see why the WH-in situ form is used. A possible analysis could be that in the above instance, A was making a declarative sentence and in the middle of the utterance decides to change it into an interrogative. It is possible that given similar discourse situations, native speakers of Standard English may use the constructions ‘Les Miserables is by?’. However, native speakers of Standard English may tacitly block out the use of WH-words at the sentence final position and instead use a rising tone on the sentence final word. In SCE, there is no such grammatical constraint as WH-words can also appear at the sentence final position. The rising tone is usually not used, unless additional emphasis is made. It is possible that the rising tone used in Standard English is an alternative realization of the WH-word due to the interaction between the discourse needs and grammatical constraints.  
 Another plausible explanation from a discourse point of view could be that B’s remarks “Andrew Lloyd Webber ah?” and “But I really want to see Andrew Lloyd Webber” 
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suggest that “the assignment of focus on ‘Les Miserables’ is more likely to be prompted by B’s hope that this particular musical is written by Andrew Lloyd Webber. ‘Les Miserables’ thus become the focus of B’s inquiries” (Ho, 1999:34). The entity of concern for B, because of his hope, is very likely to be on Andrew Lloyd Webber. This accounts for the assignment of focus to be on “Andrew Lloyd Webber” rather than on “who”. 
 Out of the seven results yielded from the “to who?” Concordance search using Wordsmith tools, only two were relevant for analysis. Four of them were due to the limitations of Wordsmith Tools, which was unable to filter out “to whom” in the results. One of them was a repeated result. The two results were analysed below: 
Example 21 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> Is it enough? One box is it enough? <A> Enough lah <B> Kiat Mui is ordering two box. She's <A> Ah you must have many friends to come to your house what, otherwise how to  <B> I thought you all are always generous <A> Generous to who? Give to who? In Example 21, A and B were discussing about how many boxes of walnuts they should buy in preparation of hosting visiting guests. B started asking “One box is it enough?” instead of the Standard English form “Is one box enough?” This is likely to be due to the substrate influence of topic-prominent Chinese languages. In spoken Standard English, it is possible to say, “One box, is it enough?” In doing so, the speaker is placing the focus on “one box”. While this is a possible strategy in Standard English, the unmarked choice is usually to use 
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intonation to highlight the focus of the discourse, rather than using such a construction. The fact that such constructions are used much more frequently in SCE calls for an explanation. The focus is placed on “one box” because that is the subject of discussion. By placing the focus on “Is” instead would not serve the discourse needs to bring immediacy in making reference to “one box”. The entity of concern here is the “one box” and not on “is”.  Likewise, when A later asked “Generous to who?” and “Give to who?”, there is also a need to place the focus on “Generous” and “Give”. The entity of concern is on generosity, thus, A begins his response by placing the focus on “generous” as well. This is also to ensure the cohesive discourse flow as B, in the previous turn, had talked about A being “always generous”. Thus, as a matter of continuity, A responded by placing the focus on “Generous”, rather than asking “Who am I generous to?” At the same time, because the first question was already formulated in the WH-in situ form, the following question “Give to who?” also has to follow the same WH-structure. “Who to give to?” is a plausible alternative, but it was not used. This also supports the analysis in the previous chapter that similar WH-structures are used when two or more WH-questions are asked one after the other in SCE. 
Example 22 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> Incidentally she is nominated again this year for the Emmy award for best actress. She won two years running already 
<A> She just got married isn't it? 
<B> Ya. You know to who? 
<A> Helen Hunt ya 
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 Example 22 shows a conversation between B and A on a particular actress. When A talked about her getting married, B responded with a follow-up question. Given the discourse, it is clear that the entity of concern is the topic of marriage. The question “You know to who?” can be taken to mean “You know, (she’s) married to who?” It is understandably a reduced and shortened form because of the conventions and practicality of spoken speech. As could be seen, the focus is assigned to “married” rather than to “who”. In the above example, the spoken form omitted the word “married” and merely used “to who?”. Nevertheless, it is evident that the focus is shifted away from “Who” and placed elsewhere, even if the word “marriage” is omitted in speech. While “You know, who is she married to?” is a plausible alternative, it is not chosen because the entity of focus is not on “who”. 
 It could be seen that all valid search results of “by who?” and “to who?” yielded by Wordsmith Tools show that the WH-in situ “who” is caused by the shift of focus away from the WH-element because of the discourse needs. 
3.3.2 “What” 
Focus shifted away from the WH-in situ “what” to assign focus on the entity of concern 
The form “is what?” was used to sieve out possible WH-in situ forms of “what” in the ICE-SIN corpus. This form was chosen because it is a common realization of WH-in situ in SCE. The following are some examples of how it could be used in SCE: 
i) His father is what? (“What is his father (‘s occupation)?” in Standard English) 
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ii) That thing on the table is what? (“What is that thing on the table?” in Standard English) 
The Concordance search on Wordsmith Tools yielded twelve results as follows: 
N Concordance
1 leh What is that Uh the second prize is what Don't know uh second prize Not
2 word with auditor that one No Typhoon is what You didn't try Rogers You try
3 know Whoa very sad That's the way it is what But anyway the the mentally ill
4 we'll meet uh two to four Fourth service is what After fourth service I mean
5 ya same but different departments His is what His is Chemical Engineering
6 Uh you you need not have to if your TV is what they good enough or functional
7 motive is to enjoy myself Her motive is what To But she does enjoy I mean
8 are you are not Not really Hock hock is what Hock hock is luck but it is not an
9 Bahru Johor is the state Johor Bahru is what Town is it Why Wait wait better
10 Wee Bye Dr Wee Just talk This project is what Record your voice I think it's
11 that the very first type of school is what 'keep out' you know This this
12 Madam Chiang's clothing shop Which is what Mr Loh Koh Choy hopes will
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Out of the twelve results above, eight were relevant for analysis. Two of the results above used “what” as a SCE pragmatic particle and not as a WH-word e.g. “That’s the way it is, what” and “You need not have to if your TV is, what”. The other two results were not relevant because the program had wrongly analysed “what” as occurring in the sentence-final position due to the apostraphe and capital letters used in the words following “what” e.g. “the very first of school is what ‘keep out’, you know?” and “Which is what Mr Loh Koh Choy hopes will”. The other eight results were analysed below: 
Example 23 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<C> JB. We are out of JB. We are out of JB  
<B> Ya a bit out of the town area  
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<A> Cos I think I've read a sightseeing for me to expire 
<C> To JB ah  
<A> No  
<B> We're out of JB at this stage. Johor Bahru. Johor is the state  
<C> Johor Bahru is what? Town is it? 
 From the discourse in Example 23, it is apparent that the entity of concern is Johor Bahru. That is the place A, B and C are going and their conversation revolves it. Thus, when C wants to seek a clarification on Johor Bahru, he used the WH-in situ form. This focuses the attention on Johor Bahru and maintains the relevance of the topic in the discourse.  The alternative “What is Johor Bahru?” though possible, is a less likely choice here because it would disrupt the flow of the discourse by placing the focus on “what” instead. The assertion earlier that SCE tends to be topic-prominent is also reinforced here through the question “Town is it?” This following question is not a WH-question, but it reflects how SCE tends towards a topic-prominent language, just like its substrate languages. While the form “Is it a town?” is a plausible option, it would unnecessarily shift the focus away from the entity of concern, which in this case is the “town”. 
Example 24 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<C> Ya anyway we can go church lor. After fourth service uh   
<A> Okay 
<C> When are we going? 
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<B> Got time we can 
<A> Can lah so we'll meet uh  two to four 
<B> Fourth service is what? 
<A> After fourth service. I mean Lawrence Khong very long-winded. The only way end four thirty-five lucky 
<B> Five o'clock 
<C> Probably four thirty lah 
<A> Four thirty uh four thirty uh 
 Example shows both WH-movement and WH-in situ within the same discourse. C asked, “When are we going?” while later B asked. “Fourth service is what?” In former instance, C is starting a topic regarding time and uses the WH-fronted form. This also supports the findings earlier on in Chapter 2. WH-fronting tends to occur whenever there is an introduction of a new topic. On the other hand, after the topic of time was introduced, the main entity of concern shifted back to the “fourth service”. Therefore, when B made further clarifications about the “fourth service”, he uses the WH-in situ form. This maintains the focus on the entity of concern- the “fourth service” and ensures cohesive flow of the discourse.  
Example 25 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): <A> But it's integrated. Because Rotel can be bridge mono you know so that you get two power and one  
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<B> If it's a bridge mono you'll pay about  <A> Possibility you pay. No no no. The power is about four hundred plus so if you bridge it's about one two which is about same price as physical variety but physical variety got no bridge lah. Typhoon you want to bridge come out about two one nuh <B> Ty Typhoon uh the the pickup tester right the Typhoon. What you call that with auditor that one?  No Typhoon is what? <A> You didn't try Rogers <B> You try Typhoon your combination choice expanded <A> Actually we should try Spando. We should try Spando because it was.. They were they were using Spando to drive. They're using the Typhoon to drive the Spando    Example 25 shows a fairly technical conversation about pickup testers. While the details of the conversation may not be easily understood by the layman, it is also clear that the entity of concern above is on the “Typhoon”, probably a brand of pickup tester. The fact that the earlier part of the discourse talks about the technical aspects of the “Typhoon” and that the later part of the conversation shifted to a comparison between “Spando” and “Typhoon” points towards that “Typhoon” is indeed the main topic of the discourse above. Similar to the previous examples, WH-in situ is also used here to maintain the focus on the entity of concern.  
Example 26 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> But she is very serious right. I mean like I play games my my motive is to enjoy myself. 
Her motive is what? To? 
<B> But she does enjoy  I mean she enjoy pulling weights. 
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 <A> Hah I can't imagine myself enjoy pulling weights 
 Example 26 reiterates two main points mentioned earlier. Firstly, it shows that the WH-in situ form is chosen instead the WH-fronted form in order to maintain focus on the entity of concern. The entity of concern in Example 26 is motive. This could be seen because A first talked about his own motive before questioning another person’s motive. The conversation then continued on motives- whether or not the other person enjoys what she does.  
 Secondly, it also shows that the resulting WH-in situ question is preceded by the declarative “my motive is to enjoy myself”. It again shows that when an interrogative follows a declarative, WH-in situ is preferred to preserve the structural congruity between the declarative and interrogative. 
Example 27 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> He was Senior Par Perm Sect you know. I went to see him to get something from him lah walkover in his constituency no contest. There was one year I think nineteen eighty  so went to get some pamphlets and so on. So I say Mister Phua you are so good people are afraid of you lah opposition dare not come to your constituency lah  Boh lah wa gong lang 
gong hock 
<A> Gong lang gong hock 
<B> Gong lang gong hock lah you are sa sa  Gong lang gong hock because you are you are not  
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<C> Not really 
<A> Hock hock is what? 
<C> Hock hock is luck but it is not an equivalent to qi mi kuei teo diao tang. It is not really 
<B> Not the same 
<C> Not the same 
 Example 27 shows some code-mixing. The words in italics are in Hokkien. A introduced a Hokkien idiomatic expression “Gong lang gong hock” and B reiterated it. It is likely that A, B and C were not proficient users of Hokkien. Thereafter, they began to discuss about what individual words of the idiom meant, prompting A to ask “hock hock is what?”  The entity of concern here is the Hokkien expressions. As a result, WH-in situ is once again preferred over the plausible alternative “What is hock hock?” 
Example 28 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<C> Near Bedok. Where are you? <D> Oh oh. So it is quite a distance for you right to travel from Bedok to Toa Payoh? <C> Oh train lor <D> Uh uhm. You don't drive? <C> Same thing <D> Uh still at the same place  <C> Yishun side is it <D> Ya ya that is right  <C> Where is he working? 
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<D> Where is he working? Singapore Poly? <C> Singapore Poly. Same as  <D> Sorry <C> Same as Andrew <D> Andrew ya same but different departments <C> His is what? <D> His is Chemical Engineering Chemical Process Technology. So how is life at Philips?  Example 28, like Example 24, shows both usages of WH-fronting and WH-in situ. The above discourse shows the WH-fronted forms “Where are you?” and “Where is he working?” used to introduce a new topic. The former is a question posed by C to D to find out more about D and the latter is asked by both C and D about a third party. Both were asked to initiate a new topic. On the other hand, when C wants to continue the conversation on the same topic and also to draw reference from the content said earlier (about being in “different departments”), he uses the WH-in situ form. This maintains the focus on the entity of concern and not unnecessarily shifts the focus on to “what”. The entity of concern here is the third party C and D were talking about and is represented by “his” in the above discourse.  
Example 29 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): <A> Dr Wee  <B> Bye Dr Wee   <A> Just talk  <B> This project is what? Record your voice  <A> I think it's grammar  if not wrong. Singaporean  Singaporean English  
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<B> Oh really ah. Bye-bye Dr Wee   <A> All the way the whole day you did not ask me like it's been used in the pool. Then I say  Ok  look  I just got purchase. I haven't put in the tape yet. It's just appropriate to do it  <B> Then you got what? A small recorder  <A> No  it's a no actually they bought it with me. So it's actually uh it's a voice automated recorder. So when they  when they get  uh  <B> Pick up some sounds  <A> Ya  when they pick up some sound  then it starts recording  <B> When they put in your bag  it's sha  sha  sha  In Example 29, B was initiating a conversation on “the project”. However, contrary to the earlier analysis, she did not use the WH-fronted form to introduce the new topic. This is perhaps a counter-example to the analysis made earlier. However, it does not render the earlier analysis invalid because this paper acknowledges that both WH-fronted and WH-in situ forms are equally valid forms; but there are certain discourse conditions in which one form is preferred over the other. The existence of a counter-example does not nullify such tendencies identified in the paper.  
 At the same time, a possible explanation to the counter-example could be made through further analysis. The discourse in Example 29 is about a school project that A and B were working on, in which they are required to record sounds. The parts on “Bye-bye Dr Wee” are likely to be the students’ cheeky attempts to test the recording device to see if it could actually record properly. Given that the entity of concern in the discourse in on the project, it is not surprising to see B use the WH-in situ form “The project is what?” to place 
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the focus on “the project” rather than “what”. It could perhaps be said that whenever there is a tension between using a WH-fronted form to introduce a new topic and using a WH-in 
situ form to shift the focus away from the WH-element, the latter is given higher priority. This could be understandably so because if there is a common understanding that the entity of concern is “the project”, it may not be necessary to introduce it as a new topic. It is not really a “new” topic anymore because of the common understanding the two interlocutors had.  
Example 30 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> Whoa not bad nuh. A much much much more than what what we have for the first prize 
last time 
<B> Ya because this year the subsidy has gone up from two to four dollars 
<A> Oh yeh ya two to four dollars 
<B> Ya very good uh   
<A> No what twenty four dollars what 
<B> Ya times two. This year they double it up 
<A> Oh so this year is forty eight. Oh 
<B> Uhm 
<A> Then the what leh? What is that? Uh the second prize is what? 
<B> Don't know uh second prize. Not not interesting second 
<A> There're twen there're twenty over prize is starting from one to twenty 
<B> Ah 
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 Example 30 also shows a possible counter-example to the earlier analysis that back-to-back questions tend to be of the same form, whether WH-fronted or WH-in situ. “What is that?” uses a WH-fronted form while “Uh the second prize is what?” uses a WH-in situ form. Given the discourse in Example 30, it is apparent that the entity of concern is the “second prize”.  
A possible explanation could be that in A’s string of questions, the overall focus is arguably still maintained on the “second prize”. The pragmatic particle “leh” in SCE can be used in the form “___________ leh?” The following are some examples: 
i) John leh? (“What about John?” in Standard English) ii) The textbook leh? (“What about the textbook?” in Standard English) iii) Orchard Road leh? (“What about Orchard Road?” in Standard English) 
In the question “Then the what leh?”, A is likely to be asking “Then the second prize leh?”, which means “Then what about the second prize?”. This analysis is also supported by Platt (1987) and Platt & Ho (1989), who noted that the particle “leh” “often [appears] to mark questions where the speaker is uncertain about the answer” and “in questions, ‘leh’ often has the added element of ‘what about?’” (Platt, 1987:396). A close look at this string of questions shows us that the “centre of attention” here is indeed on the “second prize” and the various constructions that are chosen over other possible forms are likely to be motivated by the need to maintain the focus on the “second prize”: 
i) Then the what (second prize) leh? 
Focus: placed on “second prize” 
Then what about the second prize? 
Focus: shifted away from “second prize” 
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ii) What (second prize) is that? 
Focus: placed on “second prize” 
That is what (second prize)?  
Focus: shifted away from “second prize” 
iii) Uh the second prize is what? 
Focus: placed on “second prize” 
Uh what is the second prize? 
Focus: shifted away from the second prize 
 
In (i), the unique construction using the discourse particle “leh” allows the focus to remain on the “second prize”. The WH-fronted form “Then what about the second prize?” is not preferred here because it shifts the focus away from the entity of concern. In (ii) and (iii), the Wh-fronted form is preferred over the WH-in situ form in order to maintain the focus on the entity of concern. 
The following two examples were taken at random from the rest of the ICE-SIN corpus to show that the WH-in situ “what” also occurs in other different syntactic forms. 
Example 31 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<Y>"Now we all get feddup about  things in life once in a while. But these are things that keep us live, on our toes, and continually wanting to be alive. Now, life is too short to let these little things upset the balance. You are what, 27 or 28?" 
<X>"27." 
<Y>"You are still young. At your age, I was feddup with a lot of things too. Money problems, family problems, girlfriend problems, etcetera, but I held on. 
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 Example 31 shows “what” used in situ. This is in contrast to earlier examples in the previous chapter where “what” was fronted to introduce a new topic. In Example 31, Y is giving advice to X and is constantly making comparisons about X and himself. The choice of using the in situ form “You are what?” maintains this back and forth reference between X and Y (we and you, you and I). If Y were to ask, “What are you? 27 or 28?” instead, it would create a pause or break in the discourse and the conversation is likely to take a different turn. It is likely to be followed with an introduction of a new topic rather than dwelling on the same topic of age where Y continues to elaborate and share more about his previous life experience at the same age. The entity of concern here is the character X, referred to as “you” by Y in the discourse, and the problems surrounding them. The entity of age is of peripheral concern in the discourse. Therefore, it is unlikely that Y would use the form “What are you?” or “What age are you?” as that would unnecessarily place the focus on a peripheral entity in the topic of discussion.  
Example 32 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus):  
<K> Ah alright okay if I were to look carefully at all your comments ah actually this is what you want right.  Observe carefully.  Am I not right this is what you want?  Correct or not?  
So what you want is a what?  A conventional old wheel barrow. What you want is a conventional old wheel barrow.  But when you see a new design of wheel barrow you 'ng kum guan'  You must go back to the original. 
 Example 32 shows the discourse of K speaking to his customer. It also reiterates the same mechanics at work in Example 31. Using the WH-fronted form “So what is it that you want?” would create an unnecessary gap in the discourse because it would suggest that an 
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introduction of a new topic, which is not what K wants to achieve. The entity of concern above is on the customer, not on the question “what”. When K uses the above WH-in situ form, he continues to place the focus on the customer and his wants, keeping the discourse focus on the former. 
 Out of the eight relevant results yielded by the Concordance search, detailed analysis showed that the data supports the analysis that WH-in situ is motivated by a discoursal need to shift the focus away from the WH-word. The few seeming counter-examples to earlier analysis were also addressed and they were not sufficient to nullify the earlier findings made.  
3.3.3 “When” 
Focus shifted away from the WH-in situ “when” to assign focus on the entity of concern 
Various possible SCE usages of the in situ “when” were searched in the ICE-SIN corpus using Wordsmith Tools. These forms include “from when?”, “at when?”, “to when” and “come/coming when?” None of these searches yielded any results. Recognizing that it is impossible for corpuses to contain all possible variants of speech used, a Google (SG) search was run on the above forms. Excerpts of the search results are copied below for analysis and the full results could be seen in Appendix II and III. 





The full context of how “when” was used in situ could be seen above. Example 33 shows a post on an online forum thread. The user, “snobbish”, wanted to find out how long another person’s office or workplace would be closed during the Chinese New Year. He asked, “Your office/workplace closed from when to when for Chinese New Year?” According to the earlier analysis, the introduction of a new topic typically prefers the WH-fronted form. The above, however, shows the contrary. Since it is the only instance out of the thirty search results where “when” is used in situ, it could be regarded as an anomaly.  
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On the other hand, it also reflects the tension between using a WH-fronted form to introduce a new topic and using a WH-in situ form to shift the focus away from the WH-element to place the focus on the entity of concern, as shown earlier in Example 29. It follows the earlier analysis that when faced with the tension, the latter form is preferred. In this case, the entity of concern is arguably the office or workplace. The user is probably considering visiting the office/workplace during the Chinese New Year season and is wondering whether or not the office/workplace would be open. Following that line of thought, it is understandable that he places the focus on “office/workplace”, which is the entity of concern to him. 
 Both “at when?” and “to when?” yielded zero results. However, Google (SG) search results for “coming when?” returned four results. 




Example 34 shows the overview of the various uses of “when” in situ. The form “coming when?” is used to find out when a certain product is arriving or released into the market e.g. “Lowepro Bag stock coming when?”, “Full Version OV 4 coming when?”, “new graphics card coming when?” and “when ask[ed] which games coming when, dunno not sure”. Since the users’ concerns were on the products, it is not surprising to see them use “when” in situ so that the focus is placed on the products (“Lowepro Bag”, “Full Version OV 4”, “graphics card” and “games”). The entity of concern in the above examples embedded in Example 34 is the product. 
 It is noted that the frequency of occurrence of the WH-in situ “when” is much lower compared to the earlier WH-words like “who” and “what”. In Standard English, “when” is used to ask a general question regarding an unspecified time frame, while “what time” is used to ask a directed question regarding a specified time frame. This is shown in the following: 
i) When is he coming? (General question. It can be taken to mean what time, which day of the week, which week, which month, which year etc.) ii) What time is he coming? (Directed question regarding the specific time of the day.) Given the close relation between “when” and “what time” seen above, “what time” can be also be treated as  a variant of “when” in SCE. Examining its variant “what time” could possibly provide more data for analysis and overcome the problem of the under-representation of the WH-in situ “when” in the ICE-SIN corpus. A Concordance search was done on the ICE-SIN corpus on “what time?” and four results were found as follows: 
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N Concordance
1 lah Ya it's a whole day You arrive there what time Twelve hours Four It's a
2 can enter at what time and finish off at what time Anytime anytime you go
3 ker centres word I take bus from here What time (bus) is St Margaret 708 or
4 twenty the tickets were sold out For what time One twen one one fifteen show
l i ' l i i l '
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Two out of the above four results showed the usage of the WH-in situ form. One is in the WH-fronted form and another one is an echo question. Detailed analysis of the above results is shown below: 
Example 35 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> Whoa <A> Near near midnight you know <B> One whole day <A> Just overnight lah <B> Ya it's a whole day. You arrive there what time? Twelve hours  <A> Four. It's a twelve-hours journey <B> Goodness <A> But then I have to wait <B> Then you hang around 
In Example 35, A and B were having conversation about the length of an activity taking up “a whole day”. After responding to A, B initiated a new topic by asking about the time of A’s arrival at the place with the question “You arrive there what time?” However, despite initiating a new topic about time, the phrase “what time?” is still not fronted. As discussed earlier, WH-fronting may not be used when the introduction of a new topic coincides with 
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the need to place the focus on another element other than the WH-word. In such situations, WH-in situ occurs instead. 
The entity of concern here could either be “you” or “what time”. While the conversation revolves around time, it does not necessarily mean that the latter is undisputedly the entity of concern. The later part of the discourse shows A and B continuing the exchange with B saying “But then I have to wait” and A saying “Then you hang around”.  While it may appear on the first look that the entity of concern is time, a further examination of the entire discourse shows that the entity of concern is more likely to be “you”. The full discourse shows that the conversation revolves heavily around what the two parties, A and B, did. It is therefore fair to conclude that the entity of concern is more likely to be “you” rather than “what time”, considering that the discourse is about A and B taking turns to talk to and ask about each other. 
Example 36 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> Ling Tai I know 
<B> Ah about the same about but they belong to different organizations Lin Tai belonged to Shaw Brothers I think 
<A> Uhm 
<B> and Ge Lan belonged to Cathay Organization 
<A> Oh <B> Ya. So and then what time? you you can enter at what time and finish off at what 
time ? 
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<A> Anytime anytime you go anytime <B> Anytime  <A> Ya <B> And then come out anytime but the whole thing ends what time uh ? <A> Well eleven about eleven the whole thing ends <B> Uhm I see  In Example 36, B introduced the new topic of time with the WH-fronted form “What time?” After that, the entity of concern shifts from the topic of time to “enter[ing]” and “finish[ing] off”. This causes the focus to be placed on “enter” and “finish off” and similarly “come out” and “ends” in the later part of the discourse. At the same time, the property of maintaining the same WH-structures in coordinated phrases is also observed: 
First phrase Coordinator Second phrase  
You can enter at what time and finish off at what time? WH-in situ preferred. 
  at what time finish off?  
come out any time but the whole thing ends what time? WH-in situ preferred. 
  what time the whole thing end?  
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Though the WH-fronted forms were plausible alternatives, the WH-in situ forms were preferred. This follows the earlier analysis as well. 
3.3.4 “Where” 
Focus shifted away from the WH-in situ “where” to assign focus on the entity of concern 
Various possible SCE usages of the in situ “where” were searched in the ICE-SIN corpus using Wordsmith Tools. These forms include “from where?” and “to where?” 
The Concordance search on the form “from where?” in the ICE-SIN corpus yielded five results: 
N Concordance
1 pay more right Is it very much more <#>From where I don't know You just said
2 want to do but I'm afraid lah How Start from where Start from the branches I
3 and get a copy Can go later lah Take from where AS Seven can get Ok lah
4 eighty five Nineteen eighty five Out from where From Q C No no I'm now
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Out of the above five results, three of them showed the use of the WH-in situ “where”. These examples are examined in greater detail in the following: 
Example 37 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> You know today ah Gregory said if you can uh bring two three million of this new business 
why not go ahead. I'll support you, you know 
<B> Of course 
<A> So he said you carve your own niche. Whatever kind of loans you want to do but I'm afraid 
lah. How? Start from where? 
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<B> Start from the branches 
<A> I don't know how could the branch endorse that   
Example 37 shows the conversation between A and B. They were talking about expanding the 
business venture by starting with “the branches”. A was expressing his reservations about 
taking loans to expand the business and he asked, “How? Start from where?” The plausible 
alternative “Where to start from?” was not chosen. 
 The discourse above was talking about business expansion and it is likely that the entity 
of concern A has in mind is how to start going about doing it. The concern is more on the part 
on how to start doing it, rather than the place in which he should begin his expansion. Focus is 
placed on “start” and shifted away from “where”, resulting in the use of the WH-in situ form 
“Start from where?” 
Example 38 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<A> That's how Roopesh mutual friend knows his clash what   
<B> I couldn't access it from home  
<A> You can go and get a copy  
<B> Can go later lah  
<A> Take from where? 
<B> AS Seven can get 
Example 38 shows the conversation between A and B. From the discourse above, the entity of 
concern of A is likely to be to obtain a copy of the document they were talking about. This is 
then reflected in the structure he chose- “Take from where?”, rather than “Where to take?” or 
“Where to take from?” Because his concern is on obtaining the location, A frames his question 
by placing the focus on “take”, thus shifting the focus away from “where” and resulting in the 
use of the WH-in situ form “Take from where?” 
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Example 39 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
  
<A> And you see the Plaintiff says at the time of the accident he was already into the job of 
removing plates 
<B> Yes 
<A> This was done with your knowledge, wasn't it? 
<B> Yes 
<A> You knew that he was doing that job   
<B> Yes. But I transfer him out in August. Somewhere in August 
<A> August nineteen eighty-five   
<B> Nineteen eighty-five 
<A> Out from where? 
<B> From Q C Example 39 is likely to be taken from a court proceeding. In the above discourse, B claimed that he transferred a person out of his designated place of work in “August nineteen eighty-five”, which A responded by asking, “Out from where?” The entity of concern was the transfer of the person. This was the B’s main claim, before A followed up by asking more about the location from which the person was transferred. A could have also used the WH-fronted form “Where was he transferred out from?” However, in order to maintain greater relevance and coherence to the topic of discussion, using the WH-in situ form is necessary. Using the WH-in situ form “(Transfer) Out from where?” makes an immediate relevant link to the B’s previous statement “But I transfer him out in August.”  
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 Given that the context of the above discourse appears to be that of a court proceeding, there should be a greater inclination towards using Standard English forms. This applies especially so to A, who is likely to be a lawyer cross-examining the B. The Standard English WH-fronted form is clearly the preferred form in such a setting. The fact that A instinctively chose the WH-in situ form could possibly indicate the robustness of the discourse function of WH-in situ in Singapore English.  
 The three results yielded from the “from where?” Concordance search show the use of WH-in situ as a result of the focus being shifted away from the WH-word “where” to the entity of concern. 
 A Concordance search on the form “to where?” in the ICE-SIN corpus yielded three results: 
N Concordance
1 mirror you adjust to what you adjust to where where you can see So you
2 someday you drive the other days Oh to where To Marymount Ya lah Why not
3 side Could you tell us which one leads to where This one leads to the centre
i j j
i
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Only one of the above three results show the use of WH-in situ. The remaining two used “where” as a subordinate clause- “adjust to where you can see” and “which one leads to where”. The result is examined in detail in the following: 
Example 40 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> Oh you got Marymount nuh  
<A> Ya I had I got Marymount 
<B> Oh ah then we can carpool. I can drive someday, you drive the other days  
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<A> Oh to where? To Marymount? 
<B> Ya lah 
<A> Why not? 
In Example 40, B was talking about the idea of carpooling and taking turns to drive. From the discourse, the entity of concern is likely to be driving. Consequently, A chooses the WH-
in situ  form “(drive) to where?” to place the focus on “drive”. The alternative “Where to drive to?” was not chosen. This is consistent with the analysis that when the focus is shifted away from the WH-element to something else, the entity of concern will be fronted and the WH-word remain in situ. 
 Apart from the above targetted Concordance searches on the forms “from where?” and “to where?”, additional data were also picked out from the 1237 search results for “where” and Google (SG) search. These additional data are presented and analysed in the following: 
Example 41 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<D> Yeah Do you feel that? 
<C> Yeah 
<D> I feel... 
<C> Because nothing that books could actually fill up 
<D> Yeah I agree 
<C> It is why ah I so desperately to go overseas I have to leave this... I have to leave and go 
somewhere and sit down... 
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<D> You want to follow me? 
<C> Go where? 
<D> Thailand 
<C> Cannot 
<D> Why not? See I get so pissed. People here understand I want to leave I want to do this. So 
you want to go with me I can't. There's only one person besides me. No not one. Five people 
besides me who can do I mean five people I know who can do this. My four best friends 
<C> There will be five 
Example 41 shows the converation between C and D about going on vacation overseas. C’s use of the WH-in situ form “Go where?” can be easily understood by the discourse needs of the above conversation. Earlier on, C was complaining that he is desperate to “go overseas” and wanting to “leave and go” somewhere. D responded by asking if C wants to “follow”. It is evident that the entity of concern here is the act of going overseas. As a result, C placed the focus on the word “go” and formulated his question in the WH-in situ form “Go where?” rather than “Where to go to?” D’s response following that also revolves around the act of going when he ranted about how he wants to “leave” and “go”. Example 41 clearly shows a situation where focus is shifted away from the WH-word onto another word (in this case “go”), resulting in the focus-placed word being fronted and the WH-word remaining in situ. 
Example 42 (taken from ICE-SIN corpus): 
<B> By the end of the session, we will be very good at it. 
<C> Ya 
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<B> You can wrap your own wedding cakes 
<C> Ya sure 
<B> What is he doing uh Wilmer? 
<C> Uhm Systems Analyst 
<B> Whoa working where? 
<C> At uhm oh dear this always gives me problems. I think it’s called SCO Singapore something 
<B> Oh oh okay 
Example 42 shows a converation between B and C about a common friend Wilmer. B started the topic of talking talking about Wilmer by asking, “What is he doing uh Wilmer?” He could have asked, “Wilmer is doing what uh?” instead. However, in the context of the above discourse, B was initiating a new topic to talk about Wilmer. Using the WH-fronted form serves the discourse function of introducing a new topic. 
 On the other hand, at the later part of the conversation, B uses the WH-in situ  form “working where?” as opposed to the WH-fronted form “Where he working?” This is because the entity of concern at that point in time is on Wilmer’s job. Earlier on, B already asked the question “What is he doing uh Wilmer?” and this new topic already places the concern on finding out the nature of Wilmer’s job. Continuing the conversation with that as the entity of concern, B framed his question by placing the focus on “working” instead of “where”. 
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This serves the discourse function of placing the focus on the entity of concern and consequently causing “where” to remain in situ. 
3.4 Concluding remarks 
 Chapter 2 argues that the preference for WH-fronted forms when given little or no context (see Chapter 2) could be due to superstrate influence. Upon examining the texts in which the WH-forms are used in various discourses, it is found that WH-fronted forms are typically used to perform the functions of i) introducing a new topic and ii) ensuring the flow of cohesive discourse. In situations where both functions i) and ii) are not required, it is found that the use for WH-fronted and WH-in situ forms are relatively evenly distributed.  
 This chapter moves on to examine the possible substrate influence motivating WH-
in situ as well as the discourse factors motivating the preference for WH-in situ forms. Structural influence from substrate languages like Mandarin and Hokkien is shown through the examination of the languages’ declarative and interrogative structures. Both Mandarin and Hokkien maintain the same syntactic structures in both the declarative and interrogative, as the WH-movement mechanism is not employed in these languages. At the same time, it is also noted that despite the absence of the WH-movement mechanism, Mandarin, Hokkien and Cantonese all allow the placement of WH-elements in either the sentence-initial or sentence-final position. It is argued that the choice of placement of the WH-elements in either the sentence-initial or sentence-final position is dependent on the discourse. These substrate languages are all topic-prominent and the resulting topic-fronting mechanism will determine the placement of the WH-element, whether in the sentence-initial position, where the focus is on the WH-word, or in the sentence-final 
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSION 
 This paper has shown that the phenomenon of WH-fronting and WH-in situ can be accounted for by discourse factors and contact language influence. In cases where WH-fronting occurs, it can be to the influence of the superstrate English language, especially in more formal settings or when the WH-words are used without a discourse context. However, in a discourse context, WH-fronting is typically motivated by the need to place the focus on the entity of concern, which is the “centre of attraction”. This usually occurs when there is an introduction of a new topic or ensuring cohesive discourse flow. In cases where WH-fronting would result in the focus being shifted away from the entity of concern, the WH-in situ form is usually preferred.  
In cases where WH-movement is absent, it can be either due to structural influence from the Chinese languages or discourse needs. WH-in situ tends to occur most systematically when an interrogative form follows a declarative form in discourse. The following interrogative form tends to mimic the preceding structure of the declarative form, resulting in WH-in situ. This has been shown to be a result of the substrate influence of Mandarin and Hokkien. In other instances, WH-in situ can occur when the focus of the question is on the non-WH words, thus fronting the entity of concern and leaving the WH-word in situ.  
This paper has shown that the choice of WH-fronting or WH-in situ in SCE is not random; they depend largely on the context of the discourse. The fact that SCE uses both WH-fronting and WH-in situ point towards some influence from its substrate languages, otherwise there should be minimal deviation from Standard English. Chapter 2 has shown 
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“1” being very unlikely to be used and “5” being very likely to be used. 
1. a) Where you going to watch movie?  1 2 3 4 5 
 b) You going where to watch movie?  1 2 3 4 5 
2. a) What is your name?    1 2 3 4 5 
 b)  Your name is what?    1 2 3 4 5 
3. a) When you going to school?   1 2 3 4 5 
 b) You going to school when?   1 2 3 4 5 
4. a) Who is he?     1 2 3 4 5 










(Google search results for “from when”) 
from w hen? Search  
Advanced search 
About 90,100 results (0.12 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. sasha.wants.more (Excerpted from When we read for other people: 
Me...) 
Excerpted from When we read for other people: Me and The Architecture of Happiness by 
Alain de Botton, and then some: So I read. I spent many an afternoon ... 
sashawantsmore.tumblr.com/.../excerpted-from-when-we-read-for-other-people-me - Cached 
2. Why don't we remember things from when we were babies ... 
4 Nov 2009 ... Why don't we remember things from when we were babies ? Our inability to 
remember life during infancy is a psychological enigma because even ... 
www.knowledgevilla.com/.../why-dont-we-remember-things-from-when-we-were-babies/ - 
Cached 
3. Tennis: Murray gets good vibes from Wimbledon return 
23 Jun 2010 ... "Each year I have played better and I improved a lot from when I lost to Rafa 
Nadal in the 2008 semi-finals to last year where I felt I had ... 
news.asiaone.com/News/.../A1Story20100623-223563.html - 4 hours ago 
4. A simple habana melody (from when the world was good) : a novel ... 
A simple habana melody (from when the world was good) : a novel / Oscar Hijuelos. Author: 
Hijuelos, Oscar. Publisher: New York : HarperCollins Publishers, ... 
newarrivals.nlb.gov.sg/itemdetail.aspx?bid=11582937 - Cached 
5. mvnForum - View Thread - Safety Warning from Shell 
10 posts - 6 authors - Last post: 15 Aug 2006 
The static charge often results from when a passenger rubs their clothes against the upholstery 
of the seats on getting in or out of the ... 
202.6.169.2/mvnforum/mvnforum/viewthread?thread=1558 - Cached 
6. half a bubble off plumb, Buckley, from when times were simpler ... 




7. What to do when you don't receive your item or it's not as described 
Timeline: 10 to 45 days from when you paid for your item. To get to the Resolution Centre, click 
here or click Resolution Centre at the bottom of most eBay ... 
pages.ebay.com.sg › ... › Bidding & buying › Resolving buying problems - Cached 
8. [PDF]  
From Crisis to Confidence: Lessons and Opportunities 
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View 
2 Jun 2009 ... worked backwards from when he wanted a child, including the average time from 
marriage to the first child. ... 
www.news.gov.sg/public/sgpc/en/media.../Pre-U%20Sem%2009.pdf 
9. News from our Ambassador in Hong Kong 
7 Jun 2010 ... Engaging my Math's brain, I calculated the time from when we left school to 
when we returned. We returned 1 hour early because of all the ... 
blog.worldmathsday.com/?p=1135 - Cached 
10. Haunted Places in Singapore - Spooky Corner 
2 Dec 2006 ... dad has told me stories from when he was living in singapore and they were 
pretty freaky 1) dad used to live in a bungalow in Thomson Green ... 
www.spookycorner.com/35/haunted-places-in-singapore/ - Cached - Similar 
 
Page 2 of about 90,100 results (0.11 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. StarHub - Business - Support - Mobile - FAQs - Full Number Portability 
This means that you will be able to use your existing number on your new service provider's 
network by the next working day from when your porting request ... 
www.starhub.com/business/support/.../fullnumberportability.html - Cached 
2. SingTel.com - Consumer - Products & Services - Mobile - Value ... 
13 Jun 2008 ... This means that you will be able to use your existing number on the SingTel 
Mobile network by the next working day from when your porting ... 
home.singtel.com/.../full_mobile_number_portability_faq.asp - Cached - Similar 
3. Andy Murray gets good vibes from Wimbledon return - Sports on 
xinmsn 
"Each year I have played better and I improved a lot from when I lost to Rafa Nadal in the 2008 
semi-finals to last year where I felt I had a chance to win ... 
sports.xin.msn.com/article.aspx?cp-documentid=4168750 - 4 hours ago 
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4. HSBC's ChildEnrich - HSBC Insurance Singapore | HSBC Singapore 
S$12500 annual cash payout for the next four years starting from when the child is 21 years of 
age. An additional accumulated non-guaranteed interest of ... 
www.insurance.hsbc.com.sg/1/2/sghi/personal.../childenrich - Cached 
5. Yahoo! Answers - Where does Confidence come from? 
11 Jan 2008 ... I think it comes from when we are little and our parents encourage us an give 
us the confidence we need to face the world. ... 
sg.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid... - Cached - Similar 
6. Faith, Medication Helped Man Recover from Schizophrenia | The ... 
Co-published with Simei Care Centre, proceeds from 'When I First Walked In' will be split 
between the author and the centre. ... 
sg.christianpost.com/dbase/ministries/1382//1.htm - Cached 
7. Think outside your box: Enhancing creativity through multicultural ... 
1 Jul 2009 ... Increasing our exposure to different cultures and experiences increases the pool 
of ideas from which we can sample from. When people are ... 
knowledge.smu.edu.sg/article.cfm?articleid=1225 - Cached 
8. How to Blogs on How to Make Monthly Income from Option Trading 
In Forex, the value is usually two banking days from when the trade is executed. What is an 
Exercise Date? You will exercise an option when you invoke the ... 
moneyeverymonthfromtrading.com/ - Cached - Similar 
9. We came as strangers and left as friends 
23 Feb 2010 ... The youths have come a long way from when they first arrived, all awkward 
and out of place in a camp full of strangers. Ms. Melissa Ng, 25, ... 
www.singapore2010.sg › Home › The Games › Updates - Cached - Similar 
10. Rash During Heavy Drinkng Sessions - Thailand Forum 
prbably gravel rash from when you fell over and forgot all about it! 0. Back to top ^; Reply Icon 
MultiQuote · Reply Icon Reply ... 
www.thaivisa.com/.../Rash-During-Heavy-Drinkng-Sessions-t162959.html - Cached 
Page 3 of about 90,100 results (0.15 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. Phone etiquette: What to do when employers call you | JobsCentral ... 
21 Jul 2008 ... Candidate has no clue what job he applied for or what company I am calling 
from. When asked, he sheepishly says, “I have no clue. ... 
community.jobscentral.com.sg/node/479 - Cached - Similar 
2. Sales Work From Home 
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Where is the negativity coming from? When you make a sale all you're doing is solving a 
problem or enhancing an existing business model for a potential ... 
www.streetdirectory.com/.../sales-work-from-home-puwpoj.html - United States - Cached 
3. Yesterday.sg: Stories from the Chinese Swimming Club 
1 post - Last post: 9 Jun 
Today, the club boasts a new building with up-to-date facilities like a gym and swimming pools, 
a far cry from when the swimming pool was a ... 
yesterday.sg/2009/.../stories-from-the-chinese-swimming-club/ - Cached - Similar 
4. NDP LIVE BLOGGING 5:30 - 7pm — The Straits Times Blogs 
9 Aug 2009 ... starting with the story of Singapore from when Sang Nila Utama spotted a lion 
on our shores when the prince was sailing past. ... 
blogs.straitstimes.com/.../ndp-live-blogging-5-30pm-onwards - Cached - Similar 
5. V28N3 - The SAF: From Training To Learning For Fighting 
Effectiveness 
3 Jul 2006 ... However, where should the SAF draw its leverage and force multiplication 
capabilities from when such hardware and software lends itself to ... 
www.mindef.gov.sg › ... › Journal V28 N3 (Jul - Sep 2002) - Cached 
6. 16bugs News 
To improve the user experience we now remember where you came from when you go to a 
bug's page. Basically, if you filter bugs — e.g. new bugs assigned to ... 
blog.16bugs.com/ - Cached - Similar 
7. Visit to Heaven, Miracle on Earth - World Revival Prayer Fellowship 
Brother Lai looked younger and very different from when he was alive. Former Senior Pastor P. 
Johnny looked wonderful. He was happy and very much younger in ... 
alpha.wrpf.sg/2009/02/visit-to-heaven-while-brain-dead/ - Cached 
8. Removing Odour From Chinchilla - pet.sg 
5 posts - 4 authors - Last post: 29 Nov 2007 
However, the odour from when i got him still remains. I give him regular sand baths, keep him 
in a wire mesh cage, have even giving him a ... 
pet.sg/forum/showthread.php?t=36848 - Cached 
9. Youth.SG :: Singapore - Money and Me: 3 types of income 
5 Sep 2009 ... So it is best to look at where our money is coming from. When we realise that 
money can be made from other sources, we can increase our ... 
www.youth.sg/content/view/7327/58/ - Cached - Similar 
10. SgForums :: Singapore's Online Community - Your Office/ Workplace ... 
4 posts - 2 authors - Last post: 15 Feb 
 91 
Your Office/ Workplace closed from when to when for Chinese new year?? Enjoy Wink. Queen 
of sgForums. FireIce. 驚世駭俗醜不啦嘰 moderatress ... 


























(Google search results for “coming when”) 
About 1,740 results (0.10 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. , REBLOG IF you don't move after yelling "I'm coming!" when your ... 
5 Jun 2010 ... REBLOG IF you don't move after yelling "I'm coming!" when your parents call 
you. sunnywinters: “ (via dirtyprettythinggs, idothattoo) ” 
fabulousxjenni.tumblr.com/.../reblog-if-you-dont-move-after-yelling-im-coming - Cached 
2. Help ! My dog is not coming when i call him !!! - pet.sg 
5 posts - 5 authors - Last post: 18 Feb 2005 
Help ! My dog is not coming when i call him !!! Dog Forum. 
pet.sg/forum/showthread.php?t=9367 - Cached 
3. Lowepro Bag Stock coming when? - ClubSNAP Photography Forums 
7 posts - 5 authors - Last post: 13 Apr 2004 
Lowepro Bag Stock coming when? Kopitiam. ... Reload this Page Lowepro Bag Stock coming 
when? User Name, Remember Me? Password ... 
www.clubsnap.com/forums/showthread.php?t=70156 - Cached 
4. nexGear Forums > OVA 4 coming.... when? 
11 posts - 8 authors - Last post: 29 Jul 2004 
Full Version: OVA 4 coming.... when? nexGear Forums > Anime & Manga > Hunter X Hunter. 
Prometheus. Jul 28 2004, 07:55 PM ... 
www.nexgear.com/forums/lofiversion/index.php?t3576.html - Cached 
5. [GPGT] You know there's a pc show/it fair coming when you see ... 
9 posts - 8 authors 
[GPGT] You know there's a pc show/it fair coming when you see... Eat-Drink-Man-Woman. 
forums.hardwarezone.com.sg/showthread.php?t=2790567 - Cached 
6. new graphics card coming when? - Page 2 - World Cup 2010 ... 
5 posts - 4 authors 
Originally Posted by reddevil0728 ya.. but base in us.. n the bulk of customers are angmoh... 
chinese not so much... I already said it wont be nvidia. 
forums.vr-zone.com/.../78901-new-graphics-card-coming-when-2.html - Cached 
7. Jodie's testimony - thanks 
 93 
Thanks for coming. When whatever it is is over, would you call us? Royston - Thanks for 
praying. Sally - Thank your for your concern and your prayers. ... 
www.memphiswest.com/jodie/thanks01.html - Cached 
8. greengrey (You can tell summer is coming when I start bathing on a ... 
notes You can tell summer is coming when I start bathing on a regular basis. curtcole liked 
this. idoitcounterclockwise liked this. xbox-3 liked this ... 
greengrey.tumblr.com/.../you-can-tell-summer-is-coming-when-i-start-bathing-on-a - Cached 
9. iPhone « Gowalla 
6 Aug 2009 ... This seems like a long time coming. When we started building Gowalla late in 
2008 we had a bunch of features we wanted present for our ... 
gowalla.com/blog/category/iphone/ - Cached 
10. Hey God Lyrics by Bon Jovi 
Hey God, I'm just a little man got a wife and family / But I almost lost the house, Yeah I bought 
into the dream / We're barely holding on when I'm in way ... 
www.streetdirectory.com/lyricadvisor/song/walfc/hey_god/ - Cached 
Page 2 of about 1,740 results (0.10 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. Jesus with Samaritan woman 
{21} Jesus declared, "Believe me, woman, a time is coming when you will worship the Father 
neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem. ... 
www.biblestudyresources.org/.../Jesus%20with%20Samaritan%20woman.htm - Cached 
2. Kevin Bloody Wilson Lyrics: Kristmas Without Snow Lyrics ... 
You'll know Santa's coming when you hear him ho ho ho. It wouldn't be Kristmas without snow. 
It wouldn't be Kristmas without snow ... 
www.hotlyrics.net/lyrics/K/Kevin.../Kristmas_Without_Snow.html - Cached 
3. Channel NewsAsia :: View topic - COSCO CORP. ------------- Mighty ... 
10 posts - 9 authors - Last post: 9 Apr 
yes...china mei mei...all cant wait oreadi....keep calling me... when coming when coming... 
argh... Wink ... 
forum.channelnewsasia.com/viewtopic.php?t=48555... - Cached 
4. Gackt Is Coming To Singapore [not concert lah but STILLL 8D ... 
15 posts - 8 authors 
SO WHEN IS HE COMING/WHEN YOU GUYS GOING TO AIRPORT AND CAMP? Kaoxzxz I 
want to gooooooo. And the suntec "secret" event, any "secret" letout on that? *_* ... 
sgcafe.com/.../63091-gackt-coming-singapore-not-concert-lah-but-stilll-8d-20.html - Cached 
 94 
5. Load noise when car speed >80km/h - MyCarForum 
15 posts - 10 authors - Last post: 22 Jan 2004 
The sound seem like coming from the engine. It's hard to write the sound. I could only hear it 
coming when moving. Go to the top of the page ... 
www.mycarforum.com/index.php?showtopic=444446 - Cached 
6. Photoshop CS5 tries advancing photo frontier - CNET Asia 
13 Apr 2010 ... So without further ado, here's what's coming when the new version ships in the 
next 30 days: Automatic lens corrections, based on Adobe's ... 
asia.cnet.com/reviews/digitalcameras/0,39001469,62062597,00.htm - Cached 
7. Fishing Kaki Forum :: View topic - RE-Post(Trip To Pulau Petong ... 
14 posts - 4 authors - Last post: 20 hours ago 
... Ebek,cobias and other fishes coming...when are you coming down??i want to see ur rod 
bend again...hahaha!!! thats what he said. ... 
www.fishingkaki.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=773892... - 20 hours ago 
8. This is going to sound like a stereotype coming... - When 140 Isn ... 
3 Oct 2009 ... This is going to sound like a stereotype coming from a Texan, but I miss my 
horse. My dad bought a horse when I was around the age of 11 or ... 
qmuser.tumblr.com/.../this-is-going-to-sound-like-a-stereotype-coming - Cached 
9. Ministry of Home Affairs - The Official Launch of The Counter ... 
11 Jul 2005 ... Please keep these calls coming. When terrorists know that every Singaporean, 
every taxi driver, is keeping an eye out for suspicious ... 
www.mha.gov.sg › News - Cached 
10. International Cricket Council - News 
16 Jun 2010 ... Gautam Gambhir was the mainstay of India's run-chase – hitting 82 – with the 
only brief flicker of hope for Bangladesh coming when skipper ... 
icc-cricket.yahoo.net/newsdetails.php?newsId=10528_1276691940 - Cached 
Page 3 of about 1,740 results (0.13 seconds)  
Pages from Singapore 
Search Results 
1. Subculture Anime Blog » Minami-ke – 07 
19 Nov 2007 ... I knew something was coming when I saw her representation in the eye catch. 
Yu and Hiroko seem like pretty fun characters, but their roles ... 
subculture.animeblogger.net/2007/11/19/minami-ke-07/ - Cached - Similar 
2. View topic - All About Full-Time Maids | KiasuParents.com 
10 posts - 6 authors - Last post: 12 Mar 
 95 
Come May when her loan is finished, that's when she wants to go back (we expected this 
coming when we declined for her to go back in Dec). ... 
www.kiasuparents.com/kiasu/forum/viewtopic.php?p=141133 - Cached 
3. Trapizza - Singapore Food Reviews, Promotions and Information 
I made reservations a week before, and although they called me 5minutes before my 
reservation to make sure i was coming, when i arrived, I had to wait up to ... 
www.hungrygowhere.com/singapore/trapizza*prioritysearch_click/ - Cached 
4. Effective Poverty Consciousness 
Response-ability-- it's really just a willingness to show up with what is, and what is coming. 
When combined with neediness and humility, you become the cup ... 
www.streetdirectory.com/.../effective_poverty_consciousness.html - United States - Cached - 
Similar 
5. Slackriders › Forums › Dirtbike Talking › Everything Honda ... 
15 posts - 6 authors - Last post: 15 Dec 2009 
well...at least if it's coming when you're above 30 and married and soon to be a dad it's 
ok....becoz if you're still looking good after 30 ... 
main.slackriders.com/Forums/viewtopic/.../start=9675.html - Cached - Similar 
6. 2010, The Turning-Point Year - JESUS MINISTRIES 
The days are soon coming when the Lord is going to use them. Therefore has Satan spread 
his net to entrap the children. But the Lord will protect the ... 
www.jesusministries.org/healinglove_2.php - Cached - Similar 
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